The force-update-rate requirements of transparent rendering of virtual environments are in conflict with the computational cost required for computing complex interactions between deforming objects. In this paper we introduce a novel method for satisfying high force update rates with deformable objects, yet retaining the visual quality of complex deformations and interactions.
INTRODUCTION
In our interaction with the world around us, we often hold an object (a.k.a. tool), and perceive the contact between this object and other objects in the world. Some of the popular applications of computational haptics, such as surgical simulation or assembly and maintanance planning, also follow this interaction paradigm. The tool may be an elastic deformable object, such as organ tissue, a rubber part of an assembly, a piece of cloth, or a soft toy, with many degrees of freedom. However, the part of the tool that we grasp (a.k.a. handle) can be considered to move almost rigidly, due to the action of the grasp itself. Many force-feedback devices also exhibit lowdimensional end-effectors, which can be used for interacting with a virtual environment through the handle of a deformable virtual tool.
In this paper, we exploit the low-dimensionality of handle-based interaction for devising a haptic rendering algorithm of deformable objects undergoing complex contact. We decompose the problem of haptic rendering into two subproblems: on the one hand, the simulation of contact and deformations for all objects involved in a virtual environment, and on the other hand, the computation of feedback forces to be displayed to the user. Similarly to others before, our solution follows a multirate approach. A slow-computing thread employs a sufficiently accurate model for computing deformations and contact that produce virtual environment simulations of high visual quality (i.e., rich deformations with many degrees of freedom, precise contact without interpenetrations, robust friction handling, etc.). A fast-computing thread employs a simplified interaction model for computing the dynamics of the handle and the * http://www.gmrv.es/Publications/2009/GO09 feedback forces to be displayed to the user. One major contribution of our work lies in the specific way in which our handle-space interaction model is defined and computed. Another major contribution is the possibility to produce haptic interactions with complex contact scenarios not possible with other techniques.
Our handle-space force linearization works in two steps. We first solve accurate contact between the tool and the environment, and compute the coupling forces between the handle and the rest of the tool. Then, given a certain contact configuration, we compute a linear approximation of the force acting on the handle, with respect to the state of the handle itself. However, one major feature of this linear approximation is that it implicitly accounts for the contact constraints and the deformation of the tool. We describe our handle-space linearization in detail in Section 3. In a fast thread for feedback force updates, we simply need to evaluate the handlespace linear model given the current state of the handle.
We have evaluated the performance of our handle-space linearization and compared it to standard approaches for coupling a slow-computing simulation to a fast force-update thread. In Section 4 we describe experiments in a simple scenario that served us to validate the model.
But the major benefit of our interaction model is that we can manipulate complex deformable objects in a virtual environment in a dexterous manner, while enjoying a high-quality visual simulation. Section 5 describes the complex scenarios that we tested, which include contact between a deformable tool and other deformable objects in the environment (see Fig. 5 ), or even self-collision of the tool (as seen in Fig. 1 ). Our handle-space linearization also allows to naturally hold the tool from different parts, and thereby perceive diverse contact and inertial sensations.
RELATED WORK
Rendering of haptic interaction with interesting virtual environments relies to a large extent on the ability to simulate efficiently effects such as deformations and contact between the objects in the virtual environment. We refer the reader to surveys on those topics for more information [13, 23, 20, 34] . The efficiency of the techniques for solving contact and deformation problems is increasingly growing (see [4, 33, 14, 16, 31, 28] for some recent examples), but the complexity of the scenes that can be handled at force update rates is still far from desirable. The quality of the force feedback can be described as the ability to transparently convey contact and inertial forces during manipulation, while guaranteeing stable interaction. The range of contact impedances that can be rendered in a stable manner depends, however, on the force update rate [7] , and this sets a major challenge when simulating complex deformations. Measurement-based approaches [19] may decrease the high update-rate requirements, but it is yet unclear how to extend such approaches to model sliding, rolling, or distributed contact between time-varying objects.
The fundamental approach for modeling complex contact is to maximize the efficiency of collision detection, dynamics simulation, and collision response algorithms. In the context of haptic rendering, researchers have proposed solutions for fast collision detection and response between rigid bodies [21, 17, 15] , or even collision response between deformable objects [12, 5] (although limited to certain types of deformations). Others have proposed level-ofdetail algorithms that select the appropriate object resolution based on contact properties and the available computational time, for rigid bodies [26] or also deformable bodies [5] .
Nevertheless, all such techniques may be limited by scene complexity, and unable to deliver high-quality feedback forces at the desirable rates. Those techniques are complementary to our work, since we aim at combining a (possibly slow) visual simulation of the virtual environment with (fast) haptic rendering of the contact and deformation forces. Our work lies closer to earlier approaches that create at run-time a simplified model of contact and deformations, and use this model for feedback force updates.
The simplest way of coupling a slow-update simulation and fastupdate force computation is the use of a virtual coupling [8] between the haptic device and a simulation of the handle. Stable rendering can be obtained by designing a passive simulation of the virtual environment and appropriately tuning the coupling parameters. Though stable, the transparency of the rendering may be highly compromised, since the maximum coupling stiffness may be rather low. In a multirate approach, however, the slow-computing simulation also generates an approximate intermediate representation of the interaction with the environment [1] , and this intermediate representation is evaluated for force feedback. High rendering stiffness is posible in the multirate approach thanks to the intermediate representation, but rendering quality depends on the quality of the approximations.
Some multirate rendering approaches define active contact constraints in the slow thread and use them to compute contact forces in the fast thread through Signorini's contact model [11] , penaltybased methods [27] , projection of unconstrained accelerations [24] , or a least-squares solution to Poisson's restitution hypothesis for rigid bodies [9] . Others perform approximate local updates of the contact constraints in the fast loop and then apply penalty-based forces [15] . Early approaches to multirate simulation of deformable models considered force extrapolation [30] , meshes of different resolution coupled through Norton equivalents [2] , or local linearized submeshes for approximating high-frequency behavior [6] . It is also worth noting existing work on stability analysis of multirate rendering algorithms [3] .
Our work is most similar to those of Otaduy and Gross [25] and Duriez et al. [11, 12] . Otaduy and Gross linearized the summed contact force and torque acting on a rigid tool w.r.t. other forces and torques (e.g., due to virtual coupling with the device). In contrast, the method presented here captures a (locally) linear representation of the contact between a deformable tool and other deformable objects, as well as the internal force between the deformable part of the tool and a rigid handle. Our method is qualitatively distinct, as it allows the user to manipulate a deformable tool. The approach followed for obtaining the linear representation is similar to the one by Otaduy and Gross, but accounts for much more complex contact between deformable objects. Duriez et al. identify active constraints in the visual loop, and then solve a constrained problem with equality constraints in the haptic loop. Contact forces are transported to the rigid part of the tool, which is connected to the haptic device through virtual coupling. Their approach relies on quasi-rigid deformations, hence it cannot support large deformations, and suffers an increase of the computational cost (in the haptic loop) as the number of contacts grows.
Last, let us point out that local linear force models together with virtual coupling are also used in the context of master-slave robot teleoperation (see [18, 29] for some examples), although in that case the linear force model is obtained through physical contact stiffness estimation.
HANDLE-SPACE FORCE LINEARIZATION
In this section we describe the details of our handle-space linearization of the contact forces between the tool and the rest of the environment. We start with an outline of the multirate rendering algorithm. Then we describe the constrained dynamics formulation that we use for the visual simulation. Based on this formulation, we present the exact definition of the linearized force model, we outline the algorithm for its run-time computation, and we discuss some implementation details.
Haptic Rendering Algorithm
As introduced already, we employ a multirate rendering algorithm (schematically depicted in Fig. 2) . In a visual loop, we execute a sufficiently accurate simulation of the full virtual environment, including contact between the deformable tool and other objects in the environment. In this visual simulation, we drive the motion of the tool handle through a one-way viscoelastic link to the position and orientation of the haptic device. In our implementation, the tool handle is a rigid body, and is coupled to the rest of the handle through internal elastic forces (see F c in Fig. 2 ). The contact between the tool and the environment is transmitted to the handle through these internal forces. Note again that the handle and the haptic device are linked through a one-way coupling, and the handle does not transmit forces to the haptic device.
In a haptic loop, we execute a simulation of a proxy of the handle. This proxy is connected through a bidirectional viscoelastic link to the haptic device, thus the actual force feedback perceived by the user is determined by the proxy. The key novelty in our work is the linearized version of the handle-tool coupling, F * c . This force mimics the effect produced by the actual coupling between handle and tool, and is aware of the current dynamic configuration of the tool and the existence of contact between the tool and the rest of the environment.
Dynamics Model of the Virtual Environment
The purpose of our work was not to introduce a new dynamics or contact model. For the visual loop simulation, we have opted for the constrained dynamics model of Otaduy et al. [28] , as it provides a robust framework for modeling accurate contact and high-quality visual simulation. We now briefly summarize the application of their method in our setting.
Let us denote with x d , x h , x t , and x e the generalized coordinates of the haptic device (d), the handle (h), the tool (t), and the rest of the objects in the virtual environment (e). Similarly, we define the velocities as v and mass matrices as M, with the corresponding subindices. The forces acting on the handle can be grouped in a vector F h , and depend on the state of the handle, the haptic device, and the tool. Similarly, we define forces acting on the rest of the tool and the environment. We do not consider forces between the tool and the environment other than contact forces.
In our implementation, we have opted for a co-rotational FE model [22] for simulating the dynamic deformations of the tool and other objects in the environment, and a rigid body model for the handle (see [32] for an extensive treatment of rigid body simulation). We model contact constraints using algebraic inequalities c ≥ 0 on the positions of contact points, together with complementarity relationships, and friction through a linearized Coulomb model, all as described in [28] . The action of contact constraints on the generalized coordinates of the system can be modeled through Lagrange multipliers as J T λ , with J the constraint Jacobian. Altogether, the constrained dynamics formulation can be written as:
We discretize the dynamic equations using implicit integration (specifically a semi-implicit Backward Euler method), which allows for large time steps. Then, the time-discrete constrained dynamics can be written as:
Note that the use of implicit integration and the existence of elastic forces between handle and tool effectively produces an inertial coupling between tool and handle in the time-discrete setting. And note also that the implicit position constraints turn into velocity constraints by considering the numerical integration of positions.
Grouping all velocities in one large vector v = (v T h v T t v T e ) T , the equations above can be rewritten as:
The complete system of equations, including complementarity conditions for non-penetration and friction, is a nonlinear complementarity problem [10] , and its solution (following [28] ) yields the Lagrange multipliers λ and velocities v.
Definition of the Linearized Coupling Force
The coupling force between tool and handle can be expressed in general terms as a function of the state of both the tool and the handle, i.e.,
In our implicit time discretization, this force depends on "future" state values. Then, if we account for the integration of positions (in this case, with backward Euler), the coupling force can be expressed as a function:
Reordering terms, we have
We can conceptually define a time-varying function (v h , v t ) = φ (x h,0 , v h,0 ) that encapsulates the complete effect of integrating the constrained dynamics formulation, and relates the input state of the handle to the output velocities of the handle and the tool. Let us call φ the discrete update function. Given the definition of this function, we have all the necessary ingredients for defining our handle-space linear approximation of the coupling force:
The various terms of the linear model are computed in the visual loop, for position and velocity (x 0 , v 0 ) of the handle. The model is evaluated in the haptic loop, for position and velocity (x h , v h ) of the proxy handle. The linear model acts on the proxy handle as an approximation of the combined system tool-environment.
In each step of the visual simulation we must compute the derivative terms in Eq. (7). They can be obtained by applying the chain rule and the implicit definition of the force in Eq. (6):
The terms (
) in Eq. (8) are given by the known force expression in Eq. (6) . The complexity in the definition of the linearized coupling force comes from the terms (
), which are nothing else but the derivatives of the discrete update function φ . Next, we describe the computation of these derivatives.
Computation of the Linearized Coupling Force
Let us consider a certain time step in the visual simulation loop. Once the constrained dynamics are solved, we can identify the active contact constraints and discard inactive constraints, turning the inequality constraints in Eq. (2) into equality constraints. We proceed similarly with sticking and slipping friction constraints. For simplicity, let us assume that all constraints are active, hence we retain the notation from Eq. (2), but with equality constraints. The Lagrange multipliers and constrained velocities can then be formulated as:
with
Recall that, for the computation of the linearized coupling force as in Eq. (8), we seek the derivatives of the velocities v w.r.t. the state of the handle. We will assume that the inertia, stiffness, and constraints do not change significantly between updates, therefore the only terms that depend on the state of the handle in Eq. (10) are the right-hand sides (b, b λ ). We can then formulate the derivative w.r.t. the initial position of the handle (and similarly for the initial velocity):
The right-hand sides (b, b λ ) are given by the contact constraints and the forces acting on the handle and the tool, hence their derivatives will be obtained by differentiating the known implementations in each case. At this point, we can define an algorithm for the computation of the linearized coupling model. Every time step in the visual loop we do:
1. Solve for the constrained dynamics problem in Eq. (2).
2. Determine active constraints and reformulate the linear system in Eq. (2) using equality constraints. 5. Compute the derivatives of the implicit coupling force in Eq. (6) w.r.t. the handle and tool velocities.
6. Put all terms together and compute the linearized model as defined in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8).
Implementation
As mentioned earlier, we have modeled the handle as a rigid body.
In that case, the derivatives of right-hand sides (b, b λ ) are matrices with only a few columns (6 for the derivative w.r.t. velocity, and 7
for a derivative w.r.t. position, with a quaternion implementation of rotations).
The main cost in the algorithm above is the solution of systems y = A −1 λ z in Eq. (11) . In the general case, A λ is dense and large. In our implementation, however, we have approximated this matrix by taking only its diagonal terms, which amounts to considering different contacts to be inertially decoupled. Such decoupling has yet another additional benefit, as the linearized model depends only on the tool and the handle, but not on other objects in the virtual environment. Effectively, we may drop the terms and equations for v e from Eq. (2). This approximation may not be applicable if the objects in the environment are moving fast, and we are exploring solutions for that situation. Note also that we only diagonalize A λ in the computation of the linearized coupling model, not in the actual solution of constrained dynamics in the visual loop.
Solving a linear system y = A −1 z in Eq. (11) corresponds simply to doing one solve of forward dynamics. Considering the handle to be a rigid body, and assuming the inertial decoupling of contacts described above, we need to solve the forward dynamics for the tool and the handle 2 × (6 + 7) = 26 times in total. We speed-up these solves by pre-computing a Cholesky factorization of A t once every visual simulation step (with the TAUCS library [35] ).
MODEL EVALUATION
We have designed simple 1-dimensional experiments (in Matlab) for evaluating the quality of the handle-space linearization. Specifically, we have modeled the following setup:
where a point modeling the haptic device (x d ) drags through a viscoelastic coupling the handle of a simulated tool. The tool contains two point masses, one of them modeling the handle (x h ) and another modeling the rest of the tool (x t ), linked through a spring of length L = 0.1m that models the elastic properties of the tool. The tool may collide against a virtual wall located at x = 0.
The position of the haptic device is prescribed. It starts at x = 0.45 and moves left until x = 0.05, to later move right again (as shown in Fig. 3-left) . When it moves left, the tool should collide with the wall. This simulation models the behavior of our visual simulation loop as described in Section 3.1. We also execute a haptic loop, that implements the haptic proxy and the linearized coupling force (not shown in the figure). In this one-dimensional example, the coupling force is actually the force of the spring that links the handle and the tool, and its linearization will account for the dynamics of the tool subject to the contact with the wall.
We have executed two types of experiments, one type mimicking our haptic rendering algorithm using handle-space linearization (HSL), and another type that renders forces to the haptic device through a virtual coupling (VC) with the handle. We have executed the haptic loop in all cases with a time step of 1 ms, and the simulation loop with time steps varying from 1 ms to 20 ms. However, the feedback force to be sent to the haptic device was much more sensitive to the time step of the visual loop and the interaction method. Fig. 3 -middle compares feedback forces obtained with virtual coupling to a reference visual simulation executed with a 1 ms time step. At a visual-loop time step of 10 ms, the perceived viscosity of the virtual coupling is almost as large as the contact force, thereby masking out the perception of contact. Fig. 3 -right compares instead feedback forces with our handle-space linearization, showing much better behavior even for a time step of 20 ms.
COMPLEX EXPERIMENTS
We have executed our 3D simulations on a quad-core 2.4 GHz PC with 3 GB of memory (although we have only used two of the processors, for the visual and haptic loops). We manipulated the models using a Phantom Omni haptic device from SensAble Technologies. Videos available in the project webpage show real-time screen captures of all the examples, highlighting the high visual quality of the contact.
One of our examples consisted of an alien toy being manipulated and deformed. The triangle surface of the model is embedded on a tetrahedral mesh that we use for the dynamic simulation of deformations. In the case of the alien, this mesh has 288 tetrahedra. Despite using this mesh for computing deformations, we detect and handle collisions on the triangle surface, by mapping contact forces back to FEM mesh nodes. The visual simulation loop was able to maintain a frame rate of approximately 30 Hz on average. Fig. 1 highlights the fact that our technique can handle large deformations and even self-collisions of the tool. The inertial effects produced by the self-collisions are then mapped to the handle through the coupling force. Fig. 4 shows screenshots of the simulation when placing the handle in different parts of the alien toy, and the deformation effects produced by gravity and friction.
The other example consisted of two soft bunnies in contact, with one bunny model manipulated with a haptic device. Fig. 5 shows several screenshots of the simulation. Similar to the alien-toy example, we embedded the triangle surfaces in low-resolution tetrahedral meshes for the purpose of computing dynamic deformations, but detected and solved contact on the triangle surfaces themselves. Previous methods for haptically interacting with deformable objects were not able to handle large deformations and detailed contact simultaneously, while our method does this satisfactorily.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a haptic rendering algorithm for manipulating deformable objects in contact with other deformable objects in the environment. Our algorithm is founded on a multirate architecture and a novel intermediate representation that leverages the low-dimensional domain of the handle's motion. Specifically, in each step of the visual loop simulation we compute a linear approximation of the coupling force between the handle and the rest of the tool, and later evaluate this linear approximation in each step of the haptic loop. The major feature of our handle-space linearization is that it accounts for the constrained dynamics of the tool.
While designing our haptic rendering algorithm, we have faced several alternatives in the specifics of the linearization. For example, one could linearize in the state-space, as done here, or in the space of forces, as done in [25] , which can be interpreted as a Jacobian that relates contact forces to manipulator forces. It is not yet fully clear to us which option is better and in which situation, and a thorough analysis of the linearization alternatives would be worthwhile. The type of linearization may also have an impact on its computational cost, on the perceived viscosity, or even on possible active behavior due to sudden changes in the linearization. We are still at early stages in this analysis.
Our current formulation does not consider direct contact on the handle, but this could be integrated by also linearizing the contact forces. Furthermore, for the purpose of computing the linearization we have approximated the solution of contact constraints by decoupling the contacts, and we are investigating more accurate approximations with little additional cost.
The work that we have presented here is orthogonal to ongoing research on the improvement of collision detection, collision response, and dynamic deformations, and we believe that they could benefit from each other. In our experience, a slow update of the linearized forces may lead to an increase in the perceived viscosity.
Last, we are evaluating the inclusion of our rendering algorithm in applications that require contact between deformable tools and the environment, such as soft-tissue manipulation in the context of biomedical simulation. 
